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VERBATIM METHOD – CURE SMS WORKSHOPS, CRACOW SEPTEMBER 12 

 

 

 What Verbatim method is? 

- It comes from English word “Verbatim” – that means “literally” or “word to word”. 

 

- Was popular at documental theater of 50’s inGreat Britain, Germany and Soviet republic 

in. Now is very popular for social-involved theater, especially in Germany, Poland and 

Russia.  

  

- It is a technique used in documentary theater, based on interviews with real people. 

 

- Usually theater director, playwright and actors meet with people who they want to make 

a performance about, they make interviews which are audio and sometimes video 

recorded, and then they try to stage it. 

 

- Verbatim method is focused not only on the text but what is even more important – on 

prototypes’ gestures, manners of behaviour, and everything that describes them. 

Sometimes they can be funny ways of expression, sometimes specific words they use – 

basically everything which can describe them as a unique human beings. Actors who are 

going to play them try to imitate prototypes as much as possible.    

 

- Thanks to Verbatim method the viewer may identify himself with lifes and problems of 

others. 

 

- Through individual stories we may show wider problems of our society. 

 

 

 

 Verbatim characteristics – what we should pay attention on 

- Build characteristic of the character by his specific behavior, gestures, expression, 

specific words he uses; 

- Observing character’s body we can catch the most important emotions – sometime it is 

visible in characteristic gestures, tone of the voice etc.; 

- Leading the interview use some questions that may help your prototype to tell the story; 

- There must be a hierarchy in the story – sometimes we have to put elements of the story 

in new order, to make it more interesting to spectators – by building proper tension; 

- Humorous elements are welcome  (imitating the prototype in exaggerated manner) – it 

makes the story more colorful; 

- Remembering about some details which are seemingly not important to the story may 

build a proper atmosphere, eg.: I remember that day was rainy, I was dressed in a green 

dress and mum asked me to go to the grocery. I bought there two kilos of tomatoes….; 

- Demonstrating of what happened is also nice – don’t use only words of your prototype – 

try to imitate his gestures and tone of his voice; 
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- It is interesting where a “big history” clashes with private story of the prototype – eg.: we 

listened to the story of the II word war, but seen by our prototype eyes; 

- We may build our story by “broken narration” – when we speak about facts in past 

tense, and about emotions and thoughts in present tense, eg.: It was raining and the I 

thought: why I feel so tired…; 

 

 

 


